
Benefits of hired development
teams

How does the hiring process
work?

No cost commitment, your company can optimize the budget

for projects only

Low running cost as we search cheaper labor fee markets to

assemble your development teams

Teams are dedicated to your needs and trained to be

efficient on the project

Our project managers will ensure efficiency and quality

We at Kloudblaze take full responsibility for the code and

quality of our developers' work

Fees are based on workdays and a strict timesheet system

helps you keep control of  the cost and work done
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We analyze your requirements via phone or video call

We find the best-fit developers in our database of developers

We assemble a team of developers, architects, and project

managers based on your needs

We set up a training plan created by a seasoned Salesforce

Architect to ensure your developers are trained for the task and

have all they need to start developing 

We will keep a close eye on their performance, provide

documentation and time logs

We continuously take feedback from you and adjust our process

along the way

Salesforce development team for hire at Kloudblaze

Finding Salesforce development resources is a huge challenge in today's market, but Kloudblaze is here to help. Our development
team for hire services focuses on finding and training your developers to your long-term need and specifications. We will source, vet,
and train your future developers to ensure they fit into your organization and needs. We do not just find your developers, but also
provide you with project managers for each team to improve work efficiency and speed up delivery.  On top of that, we guarantee
20% below the market cost for all developers we provide. 
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